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APPENDIX A

CBSC Decision 09/10-0895+
CTV re coverage of the fatal luge accident at the 2010 Winter Olympic Games

Each of the three complainants saw the luge accident footage at different times and on
different CTV stations, all on February 12, 2010. Descriptions and transcriptions of
each of those broadcasts are below.

11:23 am, CIVT-TV (CTV British Columbia)
CTV British Columbia news anchors Mike Killeen and Coleen Christie were sitting at a
desk outside to cover the Torch Relay. There was a crowd of spectators behind them.
The caption at the bottom of the screen read “Breaking News: Luge Accident in
Whistler” and a box in the upper-left corner indicated that this coverage was “Live”.

Killeen: And welcome back to the Olympic city of Vancouver and our special
Torch Relay coverage. I’m Mike Killeen along with Coleen Christie.

Christie: We are going now live to Whistler and our reporter Sarah Galashan with
some breaking news. Sarah?

Galashan: Well, Coleen, uh, even as the Village here, uh, is preparing for, uh, a
party, we know all of the athletes who are in town are starting their training and they’re
well into it. And up at the sliding centre, we’ve just heard of, uh, a very sad and
disturbing, uh, incident. Um, during the training, uh, a Georgian athlete has, uh,
experienced a crash in the sport of luge. We are going to show you some video here, but
first, uh, uh, we have to warn our viewers, we do not know the condition of this athlete
and this video is very tough to watch.

The video aired from 11:23:55 to 11:24:35. It showed Georgian luger Nodar
Kumaritashvili going down the track at a very fast speed. Presumably multiple cameras
were placed along the track since the viewer saw his run from different points and
different angles. After one particular turn, the luger flew off the sled and hit a post at
the side of the track. The viewer heard a clang noise, which was likely the athlete’s
helmet hitting the post. The luger’s limp body was partially obscured by other posts in
front of the camera, but the viewer saw a number of people, including people with medic
jackets, running towards the man.

Galashan’s voice-over during broadcast of footage: So, this athlete, as we say,
again, very tough to watch. This corner that this happened on is corner sixteen. Uh, the
corner is called Thunderbird. All of the corners, uh, have a certain level of danger. And,
and having been up there over the last two years, I, I’ve certainly watched and, and been
a little terrified watching some of the bobsleighs crash. But I have never, uh, seen an
incident involving a luge athlete. Again, we do not know the condition of this athlete. I, I
just need to stress that. And certainly, uh, medics are attending to him right now. Um,
this track is the fastest and most dangerous in the world. Uh, that’s been well-
documented over the last two years. Having talked to the Canadian luge team just days
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ago, they had said they felt that the ice was pretty stable and they were pretty good with
the corners. Um, the Canadians know this track very well. They’ve had the most time
training on it. And, and we’ve never heard of, uh, an incident of this, uh, magnitude.
Once again, this a Georgian athlete, uh, a Georgian luge athlete. We don’t know the
condition and we’ll be waiting for an update on that. Coleen and Mike?

Killeen: Is this, Sarah, this happened during a training run. Have they suspended
training on the sliding centre?

Galashan: I, I don’t know that, uh, right now. But, uh, in the past whenever we’ve
seen a crash involving any of the athletes, either bobsleighs, skeleton or luge up at the
track, everything does stop. They have to get the athlete off of the ice and something like
this, you would think that they are, are obviously looking at that turn and trying to assess
what happened right now before letting others go down.

Christie: Any comment from, uh, the Georgian team?

Galashan: No, we have not heard from them. This has really just happened. And,
and, I, you know, knowing that the Canadian luge team like I do, I’m sure that team is
very tight as well. And they’re probably all, uh, right now, just worried and trying to find
out, uh, how their teammate is doing. We, we haven’t heard anything from them at this
point.

Christie: Sarah, just give us an idea of this sport. Um, I noticed the time: a
hundred and forty-three kilometres an hour around that. Do they have any protection
other than a helmet?

Galashan: Uh, no. Uh, not that, uh, not that I’ve really ever, ever seen. I mean,
they’re of course wearing their aerodynamic suits and the sled is as aerodynamic so that
they can go as fast as possible. Uh, the, the Thunderbird turn, this, this corner sixteen
that we’re talking about, this is where they reach their top speed. Um, this is where we
have, as I say, seen bobsleighs crash. And, and that’s always usually, um, “spectacular”
is the wrong word, but it’s usually the most violent-looking crash. But there are many
other corners up on that track where athletes have had trouble over the last two years.
There are, there are corners where, they call the fifty-fifty. And it was dubbed the fifty-fifty
because athletes stood, uh, a fifty per cent chance of actually getting through that corner.
Uh, all the way up on, uh, turn seven, uh, that’s, uh, where Pierre Lueders, uh, Canada’s
possibly best-known bobsleigh athlete, uh, he was the first to go down the track and
that’s where he flipped. And they, they call that turn Lueders’ Loop. So athletes coming
off of their sleds of any kind is, is, has happened in the past, but, um, and, likely to
happen again, but nothing so violent as this that we’ve seen so far.

Killeen: All right, Sarah. Well, thanks very much. CTV’s, uh, Whistler Bureau
Chief Sarah Galashan reporting to us live from Whistler. Of course, uh, she’ll be trying to
track down the very latest information on this, uh, very disturbing accident on the sliding
centre and we’ll bring that information to you as soon as possible. We’ll be right back
after this break.
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11:58 am, CIVT-TV (CTV British Columbia)
A super on screen read “Breaking News”. Anchors Killeen and Christie were again
shown at their outdoor desk.

Christie: Good afternoon. I’m Coleen Christie along with Mike Killeen and we
have some more news on that breaking story on that serious accident on the luge training
in Whistler where a Geogian athlete has been seriously injured.

Killeen: And we do want to warn you, uh, that we do have video of this accident.
Uh, it is very graphic and we really do want to warn you that, uh, what’s about to come is
not pleasant. But, uh, it was an accident at the Sliding Centre. Take a look at what
happened.

The exact same video of the accident was then shown from 11:58:41 to 11:59:18.
Following the broadcast of the video, Christie threw to another CTV reporter who was at
Whistler.

Christie: We are joined by Whistler Sliding Centre reporter Farhan Lalji and Chris
Wightman who is a luge analyst for the Olympic consortium.

Lalji: Coleen, the pictures speak for themselves. Just a tragic situation. All we
can tell you officially at this point is that Kumaritashvili is suffering from life-threatening
injuries. You saw him come around, uh, the turn, uh, in turn sixteen. He was traveling at
a speed estimated at 144.3 kilometres an hour. It’s the fastest part of the course. He
then hit a pole and was flown off the track. After that, track workers administered CPR
and about twenty minutes later he was taken away in ambulance. Again, he’s got life-
threatening injuries. That’s all we can report at this point. And, as I bring in Chris: Chris,
have you ever seen an accident like that before?

Wightman: No, I’ve never seen anyone fly off the track. We’ve seen sleds flying out
of the track every once in a while, but, uh, nothing like that. And just talking to my, my
colleagues, uh, former sliders and coaches, uh, we’re collec-, jogging our collective
memories and, and can’t think of it ever, ever happening before. So, it’s, uh, it doesn’t, it
certainly doesn’t, it’s not happened, uh, often.

Lalji: There’s been so much talk about the speed of this track and whether this
is safe. After an incident like that – and there were other crashes last night – how are the
drivers feeling right now about their own safety going into these Games?

Wightman: Well, I think, I mean this track is, it’s a fast track, it’s a technical track
and, and the people with the experience and the skills to drive that are, are fine. Uh, the,
the sliders who are inexperienced – and unfortunately this Georgian slider is a, a fairly
young and inexperienced slider – things are coming at them so fast and, and the reaction
that’s needed and the skills needed to get through and out of those kinds of problems
are, are, are really, uh, something that takes a while to develop. So, the, the in-, the
experienced sliders I, I think will be fine. They’ll be obviously rattled a little bit, but I think
the, the sliders that have gone through and, and have had those kinds of situations and
those kinds of problems themselves, those, those are the ones that it’s going to be
weighing a lot on more on them mentally.
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Lalji: They’re in a captains’ meeting right now about, talking about what to do
next. And really, what can be done between now and when competition is supposed to
begin tomorrow about improving the safety on the track?

Wightman: Well, that, the, the part of the track where that happened, it’s, what’s
happening is they’re going up very, very high on the curve and they’re coming down.
They’re hitting the inside part of the curve and popping out. We saw American Megan
Sweeney do a very, very similar, uh, crash like that last evening in training runs. She,
she was going le-, less fast and so she didn’t get the same height as he did. And she
got, and there’s, there’s a build-up of, the wall’s been built up there for exactly that
reason. What they can do, they can add another couple feet. Uh, you know, I’d suggest
maybe even three or four to, uh, to, uh, really retain them. If they do hit that, they’ll hit
the, the extra boards up high. And they’ve done that at other tracks. That’s not an
unusual thing to do as the speeds get higher. And if there’s, uh, you know, certain
problems that are happening, they can build the walls up with, with the plexiglass or
hockey, uh, hockey board type material. And, uh, it, and that makes it a lot more safe.

Lalji: Thanks, Chris. And, as we mentioned, they’re in a captains’ meeting
right now. The second training run was not complete. Training for the day has been
suspended. It’s hard to imagine that they would postpone competition tomorrow, but
anything is possible at this stage. Coleen?

Christie: All right. Farhan Lalji and Chris Wightman in, near the Sliding Centre to
give us more on that tragic accident.

Killeen: Yes, uh, a dangerous sport. Uh, these things can happen. Obviously
they’re going to be keeping a close eye on, uh, Kumaritashvili’s, uh, condition. Obviously
very seriously injured in that accident at the Sliding Centre in Whistler. And we will keep
you updated on this situation, uh, throughout the day. Obviously we, uh, Farhan is up
there and our, uh, news crews as well will be, uh, bringing us the latest information from
Whistler.

Christie: And we continue our live coverage of the Olympic Torch Relay. Stay
with us.

2:58 pm, CTV News Winter Games Edition, CIVT-TV (CTV British Columbia)
The broadcast of CTV News Winter Games Edition began at 2:58 pm Pacific Time with
CIVT-TV anchors Bill Good & Pamela Martin at an outdoor desk on Robson Street,
Vancouver.

Martin: Good afternoon. You’re watching CTV News Winter Games edition.
And we begin with a tragic story in Whistler.

Good: The International Olympic Committee has confirmed that an Olympic
athlete has been killed after a crash at the Whistler Sliding Centre. Our Whistler Bureau
Chief Sarah Galashan is following this story and we should warn you, the images of the
crash are disturbing. Sarah?

The caption at the bottom of the screen read “Fatal Luge Accident”.
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Galashan: Bill, down here in the Village, the celebration has started. But up at the
Sliding Centre it’s a very different story. The track was built to be difficult. It is technically
challenging and with a vertical drop like the one we see there, we’re getting record times
recorded. We are also seeing crashes. But never anything like we’ve seen today. Once
again, a warning that the video we’re about to show you is difficult to watch. And the
outcome is just devastating.

There was footage of Kumaritashvili putting the visor down on his helmet and beginning
his run. The caption at the bottom of the screen changed to “Olympic Tragedy”. The
clip showed the first part of his run, as Galashan provided the following voice-over
narration.

Galashan: It’s the world’s fastest and most dangerous track. And now Whistler’s
Olympic Sliding Centre can also be described as deadly.

The video footage then switched to the press conference held by Olympic officials.

Jacques Rogge, IOC President: This is a very sad day. The IOC’s in deep mourning.
Here you have a young athlete who lost his life in pursuing his passion. He had a dream
to participate in the Olympic Games. He trained hard and he had this fatal accident. I
have no words.

A photo of Kumaritashvili appeared on screen, followed by footage of an ambulance
driving down the street with its siren going.

Galashan: That was Nodar Kumaritashvili, taken from the track by ambulance.

John Furlong, VANOC CEO [at press conference]: We are heart-broken beyond
words to be sitting here. I am so sorry to be in this position, to be reporting this, uh, to
you. It’s not something that I had prepared for, ever thought I would need to be prepared
for. Um, my team, uh, has been devastated by this. Uh, our thoughts and our prayers,
uh, are now of course, uh, with Nodar’s family, uh, his friends, the athletes from Georgia
and we turn now to do everything we can, uh, to assist them, to support them, to help
them in the most Canadian, uh, way that we can.

The footage of Kumaritashvili’s fatal run resumed from 15:00:14 to 15:00:22, including
the part where he crashed.

Galashan: A luge athlete from Georgia, ranked 44
th

on the World Cup circuit who
lost control on a training run coming out of corner sixteen.

A map of the luge track then appeared on screen.

Galashan: Nicknamed the Thunderbird, it’s a 270 degree turn where speeds hit a
hundred and forty kilometres per hour.

Interview with a spectator: It was in a really freakish spot. Yeah, just, it, it’s at the
end of a corner and, and at the finish, going up the finish straight.

There was then a scene of three luge participants standing around.
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Galashan: Something his teammates and all other athletes about to compete must
now come to terms with.

Interview with Kelly Vanderbeek, Alpine Skiing Analyst: It’s, it’s tough. I mean, it just
elevates the fear factor. And so that fear factor that’s always there is just amped up that
extra notch.

Galashan: Tough too for spectators to see, some of whom had looked forward to
Saturday’s luge competition.

Interview with Darlene Gage, Olympic Volunteer:I’m just wondering how safe the track is
for the rest of the athletes. I wouldn’t want it, to have it repeated.

Interview with David Bromley, Olympic spectator: It’s terrible, absolutely terrible.
Anyway, it’s kind of a bad way to start the, uh, the ceremonies for tonight.

Good: Well, Sarah, what happens now with the training and competition?

Galashan: Well, right now training has been postponed and an investigation is
underway. What’s important to note about that, that crash that we showed you is just
how high the athlete was coming out of corner sixteen. The higher they are, the farther
down they have to come. And at speeds like that all athletes know that it’s possible that
the sled will flip. And as devastating as this death is, it is not the first time that this has
happened leading up to the Games. In particular, in 1964 a British luge athlete was killed
when his sled, when he lost control. Um, that was incidentally the first, in ’64, the first
time luge was included as an Olympic competition. Before that, luge was considered too
dangerous a sport. Bill?

Good: Thank you, Sarah. CTV Whistler Bureau Chief Sarah Galashan in
Whistler this afternoon.

Martin: Since the first trip down the Whistler track, athletes have been saying it is
the fastest in the world. But does that mean it’s also the most dangerous? CTV’s John
Woodward has that part of the story.

Woodward’s report talked about the design and speed of the track and noted other,
non-fatal accidents that had occurred on it. The segment showed the beginning of
Kumaritashvili’s run, but not the part where he crashed. It also showed footage of other
athletes’ runs where they lost control of their sleds to varying degrees, but no scenes of
severe injury.

Good: We will continue to follow this story throughout the afternoon and
evening. And tonight at eleven o’clock after the Opening Ceremony for the very latest on
CTV News. You’re watching CTV News Winter Games Edition.

11:24 pm, CTV National News, CFQC-TV (CTV Saskatoon)
Tom Clark was filling in for usual anchorman Lloyd Robertson. Clark introduced the top
story about the luge accident.
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Clark: Good evening from Vancouver. On this night of Olympic celebration at this
highly anticipated moment of the start of the 21

st
Winter Games, the world has paused in

shock and sadness. At midday today, in a final training run on the luge track, the dreams
and the life of a young Olympian from Georgia came to an end. Tonight, amid the
spectacular Opening Ceremonies, the bravery of the athlete and the tragedy of his death
were marked for the entire world to see. Our coverage contains video that is disturbing,
but necessary to tell this story. We start with CTV’s Todd Battis in Whistler tonight.
Todd?

Battis: Tom, before the Games officially began a cloud was cast over this place. Now
the Olympic community is mourning the death of an athlete.

The video footage of Kumaritashvili’s luge run and accident was then shown from
23:25:51 to 23:26:29. The footage was the same as that described above, with some
additional seconds at the end showing medical personnel crowded around the area
where Kumaritashvili landed by the post, an ambulance backing up and then speeding
down a road with its sirens on.

Battis [voice-over during footage]: Nodar Kumaritashvili launched into his last
training run intent on clocking the fastest time in this, his first Olympics. The slider from
Georgia sped around the course. Out of the sixteenth and final turn at 144 kilometres an
hour, he loses control, his sled hitting the railing above the track. The 21-year old is
thrown, his body sideways as it hits a pole. Immediately medical personnel are there
performing CPR. An ambulance takes the athlete from the circuit. Soon after, Nodar
Kumaritashvili is pronounced dead. A shaken president of the IOC offered this.

The visuals then showed IOC president Jacques Rogge and VANOC CEO John
Furlong at the press conference from earlier in the day.

Rogge: This is a very sad day. Uh, the IOC is in deep mourning. Here you have a young
athlete who lost his life in pursuing his passion. He had a dream to participate in the
Olympic Games. He trained hard and he had this fatal accident. I have no words to say
what we feel.

Furlong: It’s not something that I had prepared for, ever thought I would need to
be prepared for. Um, my team, uh, has been devastated by this.

There were then scenes of Olympic athletes and coaches milling about.

Battis: So too the entire Olympic community, including this woman who had just
befriended Nodar.

Interview with Tatia Gvelesiani, Friend: He was very happy. He was enthusiastic. He
was proud to be a Georgian.

There was an aerial view of part of the luge track.

Battis: Never has a luge athlete been killed in competition. CTV analyst and former
slider Chris Wightman saw it happen.
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Interview with Wightman, CTV Luge Analyst: I’ve never seen anything like this before.
Sleds, you know, sleds sometimes come out of the track, but people, uh, don’t.

There was then footage of another luger’s run during which he fell off his sled and slid
down the track without it, but presumably did not suffer any serious injury.

Battis: In the past few days, however, there have been other incidents. The track has
been criticized for being too fast, too challenging.

Interview with Albert Demchenko, Russian Slider: I say every time for this track it’s
very fast and, uh, little bit, little bit danger [sic]. It’s, uh, I say every time.

An aerial view of the Whistler Sliding Centre.

Battis: The Sliding Centre, now closed as an investigation takes place. The status of
Saturday’s races in doubt. But Team Georgia will stay on.

There was a scene of a woman placing flowers and a photo of Kumaritashvili at a
makeshift memorial, followed by footage of Georgian Minister of Culture, Nikoloz
Vacheishvili, at the press conference.

Vacheishvili: They will compete and dedicate their performance to their fallen
comrade.

Battis: So now the BC Coroner’s office and the RCMP conv-, uh, conducting that
investigation. The International Olympic Committee and luging’s, uh, governing body
both holding a news conference tomorrow morning, a joint news conference. We should
get some details from them at that time. Tom?

Clark: Okay, thanks, Todd. CTV’s Todd Battis at Whistler tonight.

At the end of the shortened newscast (at 23:36:10), a photograph of Kumaritashvili
wearing his helmet was displayed on screen with the words “In Memory of Nodar
Kumaritashvili, 1988-2010” and the Georgian flag. Clark said:

Well, from Vancouver, on this momentous day, that has been our look at this Friday,
February 12

th
. I’m Tom Clark and for Lloyd Robertson and everyone at the CTV National

newsroom, thanks very much for being with us. And as we leave you tonight, please take
a moment to think about Nodar Kumaritashvili, the 21-year-old Olympian from the country
of Georgia who died so tragically in practice today.


